Improve warehouse efficiencies
and eliminate picking errors with

The android device replaces the traditional rugged
scanners generally used in a warehouse. A
Bluetooth barcode scanner is used in conjunction

the Blue Echidna – Picking

with a standard Android device. This means a much

application

lower cost for hardware and warehouse networks.

What is it?

What can it do?
Blue Echidna – Picking delivers huge improvements
in efficiency. Not only are picking errors
eliminated, but warehouse employees can be
directed along the most economic route in the
warehouse during their pick cycles. Pickers will be
notified of quantities and stock locations. An image
of the product is shown, which further reduces
errors. All barcode scans are validated with sound
notifications. A different sound alert is activated
for correct or incorrect product scans.

Blue Echidna – Picking is a locally developed
Android-based mobile application that can
revolutionise the picking process in your
warehouse.
Blue Echidna’s main aim is to use cutting edge
technology to improve warehouse efficiencies. The
software provides a value proposition that speaks
for itself. It is low risk, immediate, and
sustainable. Our case studies have shown a
reduction of 25% in picking staff, and a reduction in
picking errors to almost zero.
Modern technology and the advent of Android
devices have dramatically reduced the cost of scan
picking systems. These systems are now affordable
to companies with as few as two pickers in their
warehouse.

Blue Echidna – Picking integrates tightly with MYOB

 Jobs

EXO and supports the following functionality:

 Multi Bin

 Kits
 Linked Stock Codes
 Serial numbers
 Batch Codes
 Correct EXO Object lock functionality
 Checking against physical stock
 Whole orders or part supply orders

Further Advantages
 Lower cost than conventional scan and pick
systems
 Through the use of web services the API allows
for real-time integration between EXO and the
Android devices over WIFI or 3/4G.
 Proven track record and reference sites
 Cutting edge technology

Which industries are most suitable?
 Stock based companies using MYOB EXO where
picking solutions are required in high volume
environments.
 Companies tracking serial numbers and / or
batch codes
 Companies using a B2B Customer Web-portal.
Orders flow through from your customer to the
warehouse instantly, and are available for
picking with Blue Echidna.

Other Blue Echidna Modules
 Goods Receipted
 Picking
 Stocktake
 Stock Management
 Delivery Sign-Off
 Works Orders

Where to from here?
If you would like to learn more about the Blue
Echidna – Picking System, please do not hesitate to
get in contact.
Phone: 1300 17 71 17
Email: sales@blueechidna.com.au
Online: www.blueechidna.com.au

